March 20, 2014

Jewelry Thief Caught on Camera

Dallas Police Property Crime Detectives need your help. They are trying to identify the thief in the pictures below. The suspect broke into the Village Goldsmith/Antiques located in the 5300 block of Forest Lane on March 7, 2014, at about 4:00PM.

One white male suspect cased the business before breaking in and taking money and keys from two open safes. He then unlocked two jewelry cases and took 5 additional women’s rings. His actions were captured by the store’s surveillance camera. The police report number is 55344-B.

The suspect is described as a white male, between 25-35 years old. He is approximately 5’09” and weighs about 170 lbs. He was wearing a green beanie and green sweater; we would like to help him change his clothes in for jail overalls.

If anyone has information regarding this offense please contact Dallas Police Property Crime Detective Roberto Perez at 214-670-6043.